SPARE PARTS

for refuse collection vehicles
and road sweepers

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

UNCOMPROMISING
CUSTOMER AFFINITY

three powerful reasons …

LOTS OF PEOPLE TALK ABOUT SERVICE – PAUL WIEGAND PROVIDES IT.
Speed, quality and affinity with the customer make all the difference –
a difference of which the team at Paul Wiegand is justifiably proud.

24h

LOGISTICS Fast delivery
The Paul Wiegand logistics structure enables orders
to be delivered anywhere in Europe within 24 hours.

QUALITY Consistent product quality
All spare and custom parts supplied by Paul Wiegand comply with the
highest of quality standards and are carefully checked prior to being
dispatched. Process quality: certified to DIN EN ISO 9001:2015.

SERVICE Excellent customer support
Even when things have to be done in a rush – Paul Wiegand personnel
provide friendly and professional support at all times.
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SAVE TIME
AND MONEY

on spare parts management …

For over 25 years, Paul Wiegand GmbH has been
an acknowledged specialist supplier of spare parts
to the waste disposal industry. All over Germany

“To us, customer focus means being closer

and Europe, more than 4,500 customers put their

to the customer than our competitors. It’s

faith in the company’s product quality, expert

in personal, human contact that we see our

advice and outstanding parts availability.

strengths, which are expressed in individual
flexibility, the ability to improvise and our

The company focuses here on providing a reliable

understanding of our customers’ highly

24-hour delivery service, a support system orien-

competitive industry.”

ted to customers’ needs and a range of products



Ottmar Rauch, Managing Director

that is almost unparalleled anywhere in Europe. It
is Paul Wiegand GmbH’s declared aim to offer its
customers the widest possible range of services
that enable them to achieve a quantifiable competitive edge in any area.

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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ALMOST 60,000 SPARE PARTS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE SUPPLY

Straight from the warehouse –
straight to the customer – straight into use …
The value of spare parts lies in their availability.

From simple pins to electronic components all

That applies both to complete assemblies and to

the way to major parts, all relevant spares can be

special small and individual components.

found at Paul Wiegand. On request, we will also
configure complete modules or pre-assemble

At Paul Wiegand we operate in the interest

entire application packages so that valuable

of our customers on the basis of streamlined

installation time can be saved. All with impressive

processes, an efficient warehousing concept and

workmanship and product quality as standard.

a sophisticated complete logistics system. With
almost 60,000 permanently available spare parts
for all types of machine and vehicle in widespread
use across Europe, we are thus able to offer our
customers maximum operational reliability. Our
emphasis here is on standardised spare parts and
consistently high-quality alternatives.
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PAUL WIEGAND:
ONE NAME – EVERY PART!

Quality lies in the detail

So that our customers can concentrate fully on their core business,
quality and reliability take top priority at Paul Wiegand.
24 hours a day – 365 days a year.

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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CERTIFIED
PROCESSES

for top precision …

Through the company’s DIN ISO 9001:2015 cer-

Wiegand GmbH concept is based on the perfect

tification for quality management, Paul Wiegand

interplay of technical and commercial processes.

guarantees customers an extremely high level of

From choosing suppliers, to internal processing

reliability. Yet we do not stop at simply fulfilling

all the way to dispatching consignments: nothing

the prescribed standards and having these regu-

is left to chance. And that’s something that custo-

larly checked by independent auditors. Instead, we

mers all over Europe can always rely on.

consistently seek to maximise and optimise our
processes and levels of quality. In construction,
logistics and customer service we thus strive at all
times for the best possible outcome for the customer and do, indeed, achieve this. The entire Paul
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24-HOUR LOGISTICS
ALL OVER EUROPE
Our word counts!

All parts from stock arrive punctually, with nothing missing,

24h

at the right time and in the right place.
All over Germany overnight. All over Europe within 24 hours!

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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PERFECT
COORDINATION -

At Paul Wiegand every cog interlocks …

Whenever a vehicle or piece of equipment breaks
down, it’s always at the most inconvenient time –
while it’s in use. You then need to act fast! One call
to Paul Wiegand is all it takes to set in motion a
process that results in a fast and affordable solution
to the problem.
Put succinctly: at Paul Wiegand, within 24 hours
every question is turned into a practical answer
that gets every vehicle or machine going again. And
it’s not sufficient here just to think in a customerfocused way – it is even more critical that we act in
a quick and flexible manner on the client’s behalf
too . With over 25 years of experience in spare
parts logistics for the waste disposal industry, Paul
Wiegand GmbH is a genuine specialist supplier,
where every employee knows precisely what to do
and what matters to the customer.

Waste disposal vehicle
are complex mobile machines
that are subjected
to extreme demands
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Smoothly running processes form the
basis of any efficiently functioning system.
At Paul Wiegand everything is coordinated
to create nothing but benefits for you.

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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ALL FROM ONE SOURCE –
ALL FROM ONE SUPPLIER …
It is impossible to predict when a vehicle or machine
is going to break down – and equally impossible
to calculate what spares will be needed to get it
repaired quickly. Often one spare part is all that’s
required, while at other times a multitude of different
components have to be obtained.
By placing just one order with a single supplier,
Paul Wiegand customers get any defects sorted out
quickly and reliably.From a simple pin all the way to
complex assemblies – at Paul Wiegand almost 60,000
consistently high-quality spare parts are always
permanently available. You are thus spared timeconsuming enquiries to different manufacturers and
suppliers. And even on the odd occasion when a part
is not immediately available, Paul Wiegand will get
hold of it and ensure that it gets straight to where it is
needed by the fastest possible route.
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PINS TO ASSEMBLED
COMPONENTS …

pins

bushes

buttons

hydraulic couplings

screw connectors

We are suppliers of consistently high-quality

Haller, HS Fahrzeugbau, Terberg, Zöller, Faun

spare parts, accessories and consumables for the

Viatec, Bucher Municipal, Trilety, Aebi Schmidt,

following makes of waste disposal vehicles, road

Johnston, Hako, Ravo and many more.

sweepers and attachments: Faun, Geesink Norba,

Paul Wiegand GmbH partners:

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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A COMPREHENSIVE
RANGE -

Spare parts for refuse collection vehicles
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press plates

guide plates

hopper plates

swinging arms

angle sensors

joysticks

stop buttons

buttons

pumps

solenoid valves

directional valves

electromagnetic
couplings

gears

bearing blocks

pins

roller bearings

filter elements (metal)

hydraulic cylinders

footsteps

seals

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

and Spare parts for road sweepers

suction hoses

blow hoses

hose clips

sockets

rubber aprons

deflector rubbers

brushes

rubber side apron

solenoid valves

nozzles

hydraulic motors

gas struts

brush shafts

pneumatic cylinders

rollers

wheels

blower housings

gear pumps

tension springs

suction shafts

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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FAST – SIMPLE
AND RELIABLE

Samson vacuum pumps, accessories
and spares for vacuum and jetting vehicles
Samson liquid ring vacuum / compressor pumps

and thus seals the vanes. The pump then works by

are simple and very robust constructions. The

the principle of positive displacement. A feature

pump itself consists of a cylindrical housing

of liquid ring pumps is excellent suction. Samson

with an eccentrically mounted rotor. When the

liquid ring pumps are ATEX approved and require

pump starts up, the water inside the lower pump

no additional fire protection devices or oil traps.

chamber gets spun outwards against the housing
By virtue of their very low sound level the pumps
are ideal for inner city use, as noise irritation is
reduced to a minimum.
ENVIRONMENTALLY AWARE

Areas of use

In the vacuum process the pump uses only water

»» mobile sludge vacuums

and therefore all that is released into the atmo-

»» combined vacuum

sphere is just steam. Nor is any oil needed to

and jetting vehicles

lubricate the rotor, so there is no pollution of the
environment from oil vapour.
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ADDED SAFETY
ON THE ROAD -

The Telma retarder range
at Paul Wiegand

Around the world the Telma brand name stands for
electromagnetic retarders of absolute top quality.
they efficiently relieve the burden on a vehicle’s

The benefits of Telma
retarders at a glance:

main brakes and thus minimise brake wear. The

»» increased safety by taking

Telma retarders are designed in such a way that

vehicles in which they are used range from vans of
3.5 tons and above all the way up to large vehicles
such as truckmounted cranes and low-loaders.

over most of the braking process
»» reduced costs as a result
of main brakes lasting longer
»» better for the environment as they work
without creating friction or emissions
»» increased driving comfort
produced by smooth deceleration
and automatic control
»» lasting reliability thanks to
robust design principles

Original Telma retarders,
retrofit sets and spares

»» maximum cost efficiency by virtue
of short amortisation periods

have been an integral part
of the Paul Wiegand
range since 2005.

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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ALL SAFELY
IN VIEW -

Camera system solutions from Paul Wiegand

OUT ON THE ROAD, SAFETY HAS TOP PRIORITY.

SIMPLE TO FIT OR UPGRADE …

That is especially the case for the waste disposal

The camera and monitor systems provided by Paul

industry. Due to their size, technical features and

Wiegand can be easily installed in any vehicle –

type of use, waste disposal vehicles are difficult to

selected to suit the relevant vehicle type. Whether

manoeuvre and do not give the driver a particularly

for first-time fitting or for retrofitting in older

good view to the rear. By using camera systems

vehicles, we have the right system for every job.

from Paul Wiegand, refuse truck drivers now
have every situation safely under control – and
everything always in view.

Working safely …
»» optimum monitoring
of space behind the vehicle
»» safe checking of the refuse
compartment and pivot areas
»» improved observation of the entire
space around the vehicle
»» adherence to statutory
guidelines
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ALWAYS THAT
BIT HARDER!

Wear plates made to measure from Hardox steel

Hardox steel is always the right choice whenever

HOW HARDOX HELPS YOU INCREASE LOAD CAPACITY

you’re looking for extreme robustness, high load

…

capacity and great resistance to wear!

Hardox steel is no lighter than conventional raw steel,
but it is appreciably harder. It is therefore possible to

TOUGH BUT EASY TO WORK WITH …

use thinner plates. You thus save noticeably on weight

The plates get their extraordinary hardness from

and increase the load capacity of your vehicles.

quenching in water. This method achieves an ideal
degree of hardness despite the plates having a low

MAKE HARDOX YOUR CHOICE TOO!

alloy content. And despite being so hard, the plates

Ask us about it today! Make use of the wealth of

are nevertheless easy to bend and to weld.

experience and expert knowledge of our applications engineers and put your faith, like many
others, in a partner with 40 years of experience
and a global market presence.

Hardox is:
»» extraordinarily hard
»» easy to work,
e.g. to bend and weld
»» available in 6 grades
of hardness tailored
to the intended use

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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“MAKE NEW FROM OLD“
As good as new = reliable
We make your fleet fit
for economical operation!

FHS Fahrzeughandel & Service GmbH has stood
for the highest quality and the latest technology in
the field of wear and general overhaul as well as
repair of waste disposal vehicles, their superstructures and disposal systems since 1992. It is also
specialised in the installation of skip and hook-lift
skip systems, rear loaders, waste compaction
systems and the maintenance and repair of the
lifting devices for rear and side loaders.

Workshop and management of FHS GmbH based in
Sülzfeld, centrally located in the middle of Germany

As a waste management company, you can take

A state of the art in-house paint shop for a profes-

advantage of the concentrated industry experience

sional appearance to the outside world.

of two well-established, strong partners.

»» Paul Wiegand GmbH –
Spare-parts partner
for the waste disposal industry
»» FHS Fahrzeughandel &
Service GmbH – Your service team
to maintain and repair
your vehicle fleet
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A rejuvenation for your vehicles
and equipment, for example:
»» base renovation of vehicle chassis
»» renewal of rims, tyres
»» reinforcement, alignment
of body parts and frames
»» replacement of worn parts
and wearing plates
»» major overhaul
of skips and tanks
»» part and complete painting
»» maintenance and repair
of lighting and braking systems
and all safety-relevant
components

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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SAFE, CLEAN
AND SIMPLE -

Multi-way connections, couplings and joints

QUICK, GOOD AND CLEAN CONNECTIONS

There are many possible
application fields:

Effortlessly and without losing oil!
Quick-couplings, connections and multi-way
connections from CEJN:

Quick change of hydraulic

“High quality & innovative“!

attachment tools and accessories,

CEJN - The Global Connect Specialist!

for example on:
Quickly and simply change grippers, pliers, special
»» waste disposal vehicles

attachments, sorting grapples and many more.

»» wheel loaders, compact loaders

Save time, staff and the hassle of contaminated

»» hydraulic excavators,

substrate and the loss of hydraulic oil.

material handling machines,
loading machines
»» construction cranes
»» road sweepers
»» snow and ice
clearance machines
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ALL-ROUND
SAFETY -

LED R65 warning beacons

NEW NOW AT PAUL WIEGAND.
LAP has combined the latest LED technology
with advanced optics to produce the unique “LED

Main features:

R65“ warning beacon (certified in accordance

»» double flashing light

with ECER65). Designed and manufactured in the

»» 9 High Power

United Kingdom, the high-power LEDs give you a

Osram Oslon 3W LEDs

bright 360-degree flashing pattern and guarantee

»» EMC approved (ECE Reg. 10)

maximum visibility.

»» voltage 10 to 30 V DC
»» meets the IP67
international safety standard
»» life-time sealing against
the ingress of dust and moisture
»» very low power consumption
(max. 1.5A at 13.8V / 0.8A at 24V)
»» reliable operation at extreme
temperatures (-30°C to +50°C)
»» 2 year warranty

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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LED WORK
LIGHTS

The right solution for every job

HELLA work lights offer an entry-level introduction to LED technology and present a good solution
when converting from halogen to LED.
LED work lights provide significantly improved
illumination compared to halogen work lights.
The considerably higher colour temperature of
6,000° Kelvin is very similar to daylight, which

means that colours are easier to distinguish in
the dark and so prevent rapid eye fatigue when
working at night.
HELLA LED work lights are fully maintenance-free
and provide a considerably longer service life than
that of a halogen headlight bulb.

Main features:
»» Housing: square, round
»» Lens: polycarbonate
»» Technology: high-performance LED
»» 6,000° Kelvin
»» IP6K9K
»» WBZ: HD Erwitte
»» R23 certification
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A STRONG TEAM!

Field and office personnel work hand in hand
to achieve complete customer satisfaction

On a successful path for 25 years …
1993

Paul Wiegand GmbH is founded in Bad Soden-Salmünster

1997

Ebersburg-Schmalnau becomes the company’s new home

2002

Achieves certification to DIN ISO 9001:2000

2003

Ottmar Rauch becomes new managing director

2004

Paul Wiegand GmbH starts providing formal training
in the wholesale and export trade

2005

Takes over the Telma agency in Germany

2006

Launches online store for spare parts at www.paulwiegand.de

2007

‘Ideas Day’ event staged for the first time

2009

Becomes exclusive distribution partner
for Samson vacuum pump spare parts in Germany

2010

Achieves enhanced certification to DIN ISO 9001:2008

2012

Paul Wiegand Piezas de recambio, S.L. is founded in Barcelona

2013

Paul Wiegand builds a new storage and office building and moves to Eichenzell-Kerzell

2015

Launch of the “Hydraulic Heroes” brand

2017

Achieves enhanced certification to DIN ISO 9001:2015

EXPERIENCE GROWS FROM DIALOGUE ...

Paul Wiegand relies on intensive dialogue to

Paul Wiegand GmbH has been much more than a

ensure it remains close to its customers, discovers

spare parts supplier for over 25 years.

their requirements at first hand and understands

It is a real service partner with a wealth of good

their very specific requirement profiles.

ideas to significantly simplify its customers’

This involves events, like Paul Wiegand Ideas

day-to-day business and make it measurably more

Days, as well as visits to customers’ premises and

profitable.

systematic involvement with all key industry fairs.

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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www.paulwiegand.de
Quick, reliable access to the right part The Paul Wiegand website …

Ideally structured, clearly laid out and easy to

As well as the current range of products supplied,

use – that’s the Paul Wiegand website. At www.

up-to-date prices and a wealth of additional

paulwiegand.de you will find a wide array of topi-

information in PDF format, the website also

cal information and practical features that enable

provides Paul Wiegand customers with a practical

you to carry out your spare parts management at

online store. Simply click on the desired products,

any time from the comfort of your own computer.

add them in your basket, select a delivery address
and submit the order. After each online order
received, customers will receive an immediate
confirmation message and can confidently rely on
their replacement parts being where they want
them within 24 hours..
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CUSTOMISED SPECIAL SOLUTIONS …
Paul Wiegand offers major clients with their own
SAP-based stock management systems the opportunity of an efficient link-up with the company’s
online system. Via a special OCI interface, their
spare parts requirements can be worked out
directly from the SAP system and automatically
called down from the Paul Wiegand online store.
Paul Wiegand’s IT specialists would be pleased to
give you more information on this at any time.

Save time
and money online ...
»» enquire quickly about prices
and availability
»» simple ordering
and processing
»» a wealth of
product information
»» extensive download functions
»» simple navigation
via a clear user interface
»» easy connection
to SAP systems
via OCI interfaces

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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PAUL WIEGAND
CATALOGUES

Impressively diverse!

Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für
Entsorgungsfahrzeuge der Marke

2018/19

2018/19

ZÖLLER

2018/19
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Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für
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2018/19

AEBI SCHMIDT
KOMPAKTKEHRMASCHINEN
SWINGO / CLEANGO

PAUL WIEGAND | AEBI SCHMIDT Kompaktkehrmaschinen 2016

PAUL WIEGAND | AEBI SCHMIDT Aufbaukehrmaschinen 2016

PAUL WIEGAND | GEESINK 2016

PAUL WIEGAND | FAUN 2016
Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für

2018/19

20118/19
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Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für
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Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für

HAKO
KEHRMASCHINEN

Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für

JOHNSTON
KEHRMASCHINEN

RAVO
KEHRMASCHINEN

2018/19

2018/19
PAUL WIEGAND | RAVO Kehrmaschinen 2016

PAUL WIEGAND | JOHNSTON Kehrmaschinen 2016

2018/19
PAUL WIEGAND | HAKO Kehrmaschinen 2016

www.paulwiegand.de | Telefon: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

AEBI SCHMIDT
AUFBAUKEHRMASCHINEN
SK-REIHE

GEESINK

www.paulwiegand.de | Telefon: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

FAUN

www.paulwiegand.de | Telefon: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für
Entsorgungsfahrzeuge der Marke
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Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile
passend für Liftersysteme der Marke

PAUL WIEGAND | ZÖLLER LIFTERSYSTEME 2016

PAUL WIEGAND | ZÖLLER MEDIUM XL / XL-S / XXL / XL-MINI / MICRO 2016

Qualitätsgleiche Ersatzteile passend für Aufbauten der Marke

ZÖLLER
MEDIUM XL / XL-S /
XXL / XL-MINI / MICRO

www.paulwiegand.de | Telefon: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
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“Comprehensive catalogues that have been put

and OEM cross reference! Of course,

together for you with a lot of effort and

the catalogues are also available as PDF to down-

attention to detail. Many parts are shown with

load, together with practical exploded

pictures for ease of identification,

drawings including parts lists for easy identifica-

and of course all are provided with part number

tion of spare parts.“
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Teile liefern wir
binnen 24 Stunden.
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Stückliste Presswerk
Pos.

PW-Nummer

Anzahl

Vergleichsnummer

Stückliste Hydraulikzylinder (Fortsetzung)
Bezeichnung

Pos.

PW-Nummer

Anzahl

Vergleichsnummer

Bezeichnung

1 01022114

1

5202560; RS0001;
PS421101P; 1568184

Trägerplatte Faun Variopress
ab Bj. 94

19 01022155

2

0022207

Stopmutter Faun Variopress
M16 8.8 verzinkt DIN 985

2 01022115

1

5202594; LS0001;
5222986E;
PS420201P; 1545232

Pressplatte Faun Variopress
ab Bj. 96

20 01022200

4

5228679

Rohrstück Faun Variopress
Zentralschmierung M10 l: 86

21 01027038

2

5225286; FL7630

Flachstück Faun Variopress Trägerplatte

22 01027042

2

5246099

Anschlussstück Faun Variopress
Zentralschmierung M8x1

23 01027137

2

5069225; PS4185;
OL7535

Gelenklager Faun Variopress Pressplatte
GE50 abschmierbar

24 01027139

2

5229999; FO180851;
FO180801

Abdeckblech Faun Variopress
Zentralschmierung l: 180 s: 4

25 01027140

4

7121122

Sechskantschraube Faun Variopress
Abdeckblech Zentralschmierung M8x60
DIN 933

26 01027144

2

2162193

Dichtring Faun Variopress Anschlussstück
Zentralschmierung D: 11.5 d: 8

27 01022174

4

5202636; FM0098

Bolzen Faun Variopress Zylinder
Trägerplatte D: 50 l: 125 abschmierbar

28 01990004

4

5202895;
RS0010;OD7547

Füllkörper Faun Variopress Laufschiene l:
620 b: 107 s: 78

3 01027236

2

5202635; 1571483

Bolzen Faun Variopress Zylinder
Pressplatte D: 50 l: 123 unten
ab Bj. 11/04 abschmierbar

4 01027108

2

5240675; 5240383;
5243439; 1568187;
1569318; 1571426

Gelenklager Faun Variopress Lagerung
Pressplatte GE70 abschmierbar

5 01022025

4

5202649; 5241886;
FM0101

Druckring Faun Variopress Pressplatte
D: 85 d: 54.9 s: 10

6 01022026

2

5202648; 5241885

Druckring Faun Variopress
D: 105 d: 74.6 s: 10

7 01022027

2

5202647; 5241889;
FM0100

Druckring Faun Variopress
D: 120 d: 74.6 s: 11

8 01022029

4

1200207; 1143907

Kegelschmiernippel Faun Variopress M8x1

9 01022030

4

5240277; 1563133

Dichtring Faun Variopress Laufrolle
D: 85 d: 77 s: 8

10 01022047

4

5240276; 5241888;
QD0011

Dichtring Faun Variopress Lagerung
Zylinder Pressplatte D: 70 d: 54.9 s: 7.5

29 01073046

2

5225501; FM8055

Bolzen Faun Variopress Verdrehsicherung
D: 16.5 l: 128

11 01022051

2

5240273; OV0008;
115416140

Innensechskantschraube Faun Variopress
M16x140 DIN 912

30 01027439

4

809056; 1574056

Federring Faun Variopress M8 verzinkt
DIN 127

12 01022052

2

5240272; OV0010

Innensechskantschraube Faun Variopress
Bolzen Zylinder Pressplatte
M12x120 DIN 912 oben

4

6220109; 6220338;
OV7574

Innensechskantschraube Faun Variopress
M12x90 DIN 912

13 01022060

4

5202650; FM0102

Druckring Faun Variopress D: 70 d: 50 s: 7

14 01022075

4

5228785; PS0052

Laufrolle Faun Variopress inklusive
Dichtring D: 110 d: 70 h: 79.3

15 01022076

2

5243752; FM0409

Bolzen Faun Variopress Trägerplatte
D: 70 l: 227.5 oben

16 01022077

2

5243751; FM0457

Bolzen Faun Variopress Trägerplatte
Pressplatte D: 70 l: 274.5 unten

17 01022154

6

0022205; OV7558;
1142119; 76527;
037012

Stopmutter Faun Variopress
M12 DIN 985

18 01022141

4

5240576

Winkelanschlussstück Faun Variopress
Zentralschmierung M8x1

31 01022050

Stückliste Hydraulikzylinder
Pos.

PW-Nummer

32 01027004

32A 01022057

Anzahl

1

1

Vergleichsnummer

5243279

Bezeichnung

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Trägerplatte links mit Reedschalter
Bj. 1999-2004

5243409; 75550031M;
2ES00170700;
76281710M;
11HE00220100

passender Reedschalter
für 01027004

32 01027209

1

HV7536

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Trägerplatte links mit E-Kontakt
bodenseitig Bj. ab 2005

32A 01027068

1

HA5151; 5247401

passender Elektrokontaktschalter
für 01027209

Pos.

PW-Nummer

Anzahl

Vergleichsnummer

Bezeichnung

33 01027005

1

5243277

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Trägerplatte rechts ohne E-kontakt
Bj. 1999-2004

33 01027210

1

HV7535

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Trägerplatte rechts mit E-Kontakt
stangenseitig Bj. ab 2005

33A 01027068

1

HA5151; 5247401

passender Elektrokontaktschalter
für 01027210

34 01022232

1

5241074; HV0024;
5240377; 1567204

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte links ohne E-kontakt
Bj. 1994-2003

34 01027207

1

HV7538

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte links mit E-Kontakt
Bj. ab 2005

34A 01027068

1

HA5151; 5247401

passender Elektrokontaktschalter
für 01027207

34 01022244

1

5243278

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte links mit Reedschalter
Bj. 1999-2004

34A 01022057

1

5243409; 75550031M;
2ES00170700;
76281710M;
11HE00220100

passender Reedschalter
für 01022244

35 01022228

1

HV0025; 5240714;
5241075; 1129401;
5241417

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte rechts mit E-Kontakt
Bj. 1994-2003

35A 01022058

1

HA0232; 1541079;
1120458; 5240599

passender Elektrokontaktschalter
für 01022228

35 01027208

1

HV7537

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte rechts mit E-Kontakt
stangenseitig Bj. ab 2005

35A 01027068

1

HA5151; 5247401

passender Elektrokontaktschalter
für 01027208

35 01022246

1

5243276

Hydraulikzylinder Faun Variopress
Pressplatte rechts ohne Reedschalter
Bj. 1999-2004

Die meisten Teile liefern wir binnen 24 Stunden. Anruf genügt: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862-0
www.paulwiegand.de | Telefon: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

Übersicht Zöller Delta Lifter
ab Baujahr 03/2010
Näherungsschalter, Bedieneinheiten, Drehwinkelgeber

11330220 Vergleichsnr.: 0706044975

11330373 Vergleichsnr.: 0706089288

11330492

Ultraschallsensor Zöller Delta 2301

Drehwinkelgeber Zöller Delta 2301

Vergleichsnr.: 0230134622

M18 l: 64 Öffner(nc) sn: 25-400

mit Stecker 270° 24V ab 03-2010

Verteiler Zöller Delta 2301
Drehwinkelgeber X4

11330369

11330370 Vergleichsnr.: 0230134617

Paul Wiegand keeps
you up to date
on all new
products

Vergleichsnr.: 0230134616

Sensorverteilung Zöller Delta 2301

Sensorverteilung

links 8-fach ab 03-2010

Zöller Delta 2301
rechts 8-fach ab 03-2010

11330372

11330396

Vergleichsnr.: 0230134619

Vergleichsnr.: 0706089277

Hubwagenverteilung

Drehwinkelgeber Zöller

Zöller Delta 2301

Delta 2301 2x220°

X14 links ab 03-2010

11330365
Vergleichsnr.: 0230134614

11330366 Vergleichsnr.: 0230134615

Bedieneinheit

Bedieneinheit Zöller Delta 2301

Zöller Delta 2301

links 10-fach ab 03-2010

rechts 10-fach ab 03-2010

11330371
11380015Vergleichsnr.: 0706042163

Vergleichsnr.: 0230134618

Näherungsschalter Zöller Delta 2301

Hubwagenverteilung Zöller Delta 2301

M18 l: 45 Öffner(nc)/Schließer(no) sn: 5

X13 rechts ab 03-2010
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Paul Wiegand GmbH
Eschengrund 5
36124 Eichenzell
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0
Fax:
+49 (0) 6659 / 9862 150
E-Mail: info@paulwiegand.de
www.paulwiegand.de

Consistently high quality spare parts
Custom fit and reliably

One name - every part
Quality lies in the detail

More than 60,000 parts on Stock
Always the correct part easy to find by cross-reference number

24h Logistics all over Europe
Our speed and flexibility your advantage in the market

www.paulwiegand.de
Open 24h - order and get information online

www.paulwiegand.de | Phone: +49 (0) 6659 / 9862 0

